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A Boeing 787 Dreamliner reached 1249 km/h
during a 2019 flight through the Atlantic jet stream.
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Just the facts 1
Original fact:
Option 1:
1249: The maximum speed, in kilometres per
hour, that a Boeing 787 Dreamliner reached
during a 2019 flight through the Atlantic jet
stream.
Derived from:
Stewart, J. (2018, December 07). Riding a Wild
Wind, Passenger Jets Are Suddenly Flying 800
MPH. Retrieved from https://www.wired.com/
story/norwegian-air-transatlantic-speed-record
Justification:
In my original design, I had just illustrated instead of showing the fact so I needed to do this
better in the next draft. When I thought about
what we use in our daily life to show speed a
speedometer came to mind.
In order to show the difference between the
normal speed and the new speed record, I included them both in the speedometer with text
showing the exact km/h.
The text that I chose to add and focus on was
the difference between the normal speed and
the new record speed which was 332 km/h. I
felt this would highlight just how fast the new
record was and encourage to explore it further.

The colour I chose, which is blue, is meant to
enhance the fact that this is about speed in the
air. Blue is a colour we associate with the sky
and therefore made it the obvious choice. The
red is meant to represent the airline, Norwegians
colours are red and dark blue.
Lastly, the clouds were added to further enhance
the feeling of it being presented in the sky. The
fonts chosen is Rift (as the smaller text font) and
American Typewriter (which I chose since airlines
often are associated with PanAm an American
airline)

1/36

The chances of being selected as a contestant on

The Price is Right
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Original Fact:
Option 6:
1/36: The chances of being selected as a contestant on The Price is Right.
Derived from:
Grosvenor, C. (2018, February 02). Come On
Down: How to Be a Contestant on The Price is
Right. Retrieved from https://www.thoughtco.
com/contestant-on-the-price-is-right-1396384
Justification:
The price is right is a game show so with this
fact I wanted to capture the game show feel.
The colours are placed so they will appear
to be a part of the wheel of fortune with the
audience placed inside. 6 * 6 = 36 so it became
natural to have six sections with six contest
each inside. The top two sections became the
natural place to display the fact 1/36.
All of the contestants have the same colour as
the section they belong to except for one contestant which is the lucky one to be chosen for
the show. This person is white and stands out
from the rest to show that only one person out
of 36 will be chosen to participate. This person
is directed towards the podium in the centre
which is the ultimate goal for those who have
signed up.

The colours have been carefully selected to both
not be too flashy and to fit each other with the
same intensity.
The fonts chosen are Bebas Neue which is a font
I thought stood well out from the background
and that fitted the main font which is DIN condensed Bold. This font has been made with the
same colour as the background with a thick white
stroke to make it look retro and fun.
Resources:
Dharma type, D.T. (2010). Dafontcom. Retrieved
16 May, 2019, from https://www.dafont.com/bebas-neue.font

The average width of a human capillary is
0,008Mm Which is approximately
1/10 of a human hair
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Original Fact:
Option 6:
0.0008: The average centimetre width of a
human capillary.
Derived from:
Blakemore, C., & Jennett, S. (2004). The Oxford
Companion to the Body. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Justification
Since this fact is in such a small and delicate
size I also wanted the fact to have a delicate
feel to it.
With this fact, I wanted to do something new
and decided to display the capillaries on the
head instead of on the hand (which was my
initial idea).
I needed something to compare the capillary
size to and tried to come up with something
that I could use to build on what I already had.
In the end, I chose hair because this suited my
idea and was easy to implement on the already
existing head.
The balance of the image felt a little bit off at
this point so I chose to add a hand to hold the
hair so I could draw in the comparisons from
each side into a magnifying glass.

With the magnifying glass, I could visualise how
small a capillary is since hair is something everyone knows approximately how thick is.
The colours and fonts chosen are both meant to
be minimalistic except for the red which I wanted
to stand out from the rest. By choosing background colours in different shades of grey the red
popped out nicely.
Resources:
Denverfusionspacom. (2019). Denverfusionspacom. Retrieved 16 May, 2019, from https://www.
denverfusionspa.com/body/hand-rejuvenation/
Wikipediaorg. (2019). Wikipediaorg. Retrieved 16
May, 2019, from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Hair’s_breadth

65%

Of cat-owning
households permit
their cat to sleep
with them.

39%

Of dog-owning
households permit
their dog to sleep
with them.
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Original Fact:
Option 5:
65: The percentage of cat-owning households
that permit their cat to sleep with them.
39: Of dog-owning households that permit
their dog to sleep with them.
Derived from:
Coren, S. (2013, May 14). The Truth about Cats
and Dogs-by the Numbers. Retrieved from
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/canine-corner/201305/the-truth-about-cats-anddogs-the-numbers
Justification:
With this fact I wanted to make it soothing with
neutral cold colours since the fact described
animals and their owners sleeping habits.
Originally I wanted to divide the bed on the
middle with the dog side in one colour and the
cat side with another, but since the facts didn’t
add up to 100% I decided to use the covers instead to display the fact. The fact is displayed
by colouring the covers with the relevant per
cent with a darker colour that is directed out to
the belonging text with a dashed line.
The bed and sleeping animals are designed to
immediately show the onlooker that this fact
is about animals and sleeping in a human bed.

With one side clearly belonging to the cat and
the other belonging to the dog.
The font chosen is Indie Flower which I thought
was a cute and appropriate font for this fact since
it’s curvy with a handwritten look to it which
represents home and familiarity.
References:
Sukum hakim. (2019). Freepik. Retrieved 16 May,
2019, from https://www.freepik.com/premium-vector/pet-shop-logo-animals-cat-dog-vector-illustration_2949245.htm
Kimberly geswein, K.G. (2019). Google Fonts. Retrieved 16 May, 2019, from https://fonts.google.
com/specimen/Indie Flower
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Layoffs has almost doubled since last year
The New York Times reported this January that the number of announced
layouts this year was 83103 which is almost the doubled of Januray last years
reported layoffs which was 46136.
83103

46136
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Original Fact:
Number of announced layoffs reported in the
New York Times in January: 83,103
Number of reported the previous January:
46,136
Derived from the april edition in 1993s Harpers
Index. (see references)

The title is derived from an image made into
a vector (see references) other fonts chosen is
American typewriter which is a sans font (most
often used in newspapers) The tiles fonts is
called rift which I thought looked the most like
the font they use in the real-life newspaper.

Justification:
Since this fact was about something written in
The New York Times I wanted to display this
fact in a newspaper. The newspaper illustrated
is inspired by The New York Times itself. I then
chose to display the fact as a headline in the
paper with the fact in the abstract beneath the
title. Because of the paper theme, I, therefore,
rewrote the fact to look like news instead of a
plain fact.

References:
Harper’s Index (1993)Search-proquest.
Retrieved 16 May, 2019, from https://
search-proquest-com.ezproxy.library.
uq.edu.au/docview/233477083/719E8F27367A4935PQ/9?accountid=14723

As not to confuse the onlooker the date for the
paper is displayed underneath the Title of the
paper as it is done in real life.

Hannah trudo, H.T. (2015). POLITICO. Retrieved 16
May, 2019, from https://www.politico.com/story/2015/12/new-york-times-gun-control-pageone-editorial-216449

The colours chosen are the standard white and
black with the “text” beside the image in the
middle with a lighter shade of grey as to not
take the focus away from the image. The green
is chosen to represent money which is an issue
when being layoffs.

Riceedu. (2019)Rice.edu. Retrieved 16 May, 2019,
from https://library.rice.edu/news/unlimited-access-new-york-times

